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Abstract  
 
Hong Kong’s Mass Transit Railway (MTR) is demonstrably one of the world’s most reliable urban transport 
systems. However, a disruption to the service which occurred in May 1996 provides a classic example of how a 
crisis situation can spontaneously emerge from an otherwise highly stable action structure. This incident, the 
worst on record in terms of the number of casualties, illustrates how an ordered system characterised by positive 
feedback mechanisms can induce debilitating disorder. Consistent with Perrow’s (1984) description of a 
‘normal’ accident, the incident was both unpredictable and, for a time, incomprehensible to the system operator 
making an immediate and proactive response somewhat problematic. The various organizational responses 
which followed the incident range in type from the technological fix to the creation of additional slack and the 
insertion of circuit-breakers designed to disrupt destructive amplifying feedback loops. 
 
Introduction 
 
Urban rail systems have played host to a number of crisis situations in the last few years, from the bombs (and 
the threat of bombs) in the Paris Metro and the London Underground, to the sarin gas attack in the Tokyo 
subway. The crisis situation which occurred in Hong Kong’s Mass Transit Railway (MTR) in May 1996 is 
unique among these incidents for it was not brought about by any outside terrorist influence, but developed as an 
unpredictable side-effect of the normal operation of the railway system itself. This incident, which resulted in 
the hospitalization of 44 passengers, provides an illustrative case study of how extended transients in tightly-
coupled system elements can qualitatively disrupt the stability of the system as a whole.  
 Up until the time of the May 6 incident, the MTR had an enviable reputation as one of the most efficient and 
reliable urban rail systems in the world. On-line since October 1979, the MTR has become an integral 
component in the local transportation infrastructure doing much to alleviate congestion on Hong Kong’s over-
crowded roads. Although comparatively small in terms of route kilometres (43.2 km.s), the 2.4m passengers 
which daily access the system via 38 stations combine to make the MTR the most intensively used rail system in 
the world (Figure 1). With 800 million plus passengers carried per year, the MTR is the ninth busiest system of 
its kind, but only the much larger Moscow system comes close to the MTR’s average annual throughput of 20m 
people per station (Eastern Express 1995). 
 

============================== 
INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

============================== 
 
 With such intensive usage the SAR Government-owned Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC) has 
invested heavily in reliability-enhancing measures designed to minimize the number and magnitude of 
disruptions to the service. For example, trains are driven not by drivers but by computers which control the 
speed and braking systems. Train operators simply press the buttons which engage the computers, open the 
doors, and play the recorded warnings. In this way computers are able to halt trains long before their operators 
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are aware of a problem. Some of the MTRC’s more important reliability-enhancing measures and standard 
maintenance procedures associated with the four core systems of trains, trackwork, signals and overhead 
conductors are listed in Table 1.  
 

============================== 
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

============================== 
 

 In 1995, the safest year on record, the company’s annual report was able to boast that 99.9 per cent of the 
717,000 journey’s run during the year were incident-free, equating to less than one potentially accident-causing 
incident for every million passengers carried. However, the reputation of the MTR was to be tarnished by a 
spate of disruptions that occurred during the summer months of 1996. To locals it seemed that barely a day 
would pass without some news item reporting the latest delay affecting X-thousand number of commuters on 
their way to or from work. In fact, the number of service disruptions recorded was not far above the recent 
norm, the difference being that in 1996 a greater proportion of those disruptions occurred during peak periods of 
demand and thus affected a larger number of passengers (Table 2).  

============================== 
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 

============================== 
 
 Summer tends to be the most disruptive season for MTR travel as high levels of humidity can have an 
adverse effect on the normal operation of the signalling equipment. For example, in the four year period ending 
in 1996, most track circuit failures which could be attributed to seasonal effects were recorded in the humid 
month of September (Figure 2). With any intensively-used rail system periodic disruptions due to technical 
problems are inevitable. The rule for establishing system reliability therefore, is not measured in the unrealistic 
absence of delays, but in the minimization of delays once they occur and the rapid return to normal service. (For 
the purposes of the following discussion, the magnitude of service interruptions will be gauged in terms of the 
number of delayed passengers.i) 
 

=============================== 
INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

=============================== 
 
 A typical example of a more serious disruption is provided by the ‘broken rail’ incident of 25 July 1996. 
This comparatively serious incident of equipment failure illustrates the fault-correcting procedures used by the 
MTRC to return the railway system to normal operation. In this example a train operator approaching the Lai 
King station on the Tsuen Wan Line reported hearing an unusual noise as his train travelled over a track turnout 
at 9:22am. A subsequent visual inspection identified a cracked switch rail in the turnout which prompted an 
immediate speed restriction of 40km/h and then 22km/h for all trains passing over the turnout. At 10:42am all 
train movements were suspended in the interests of safety. Engineers at the MTR’s Kowloon Bay depot had 
been alerted at 10:04am but were not able to arrive onsite until 11:40am. Temporary repairs to the broken rail 
led to the resumption of train services at 12:40pm and a complete repair of the turnout was undertaken during 
the night after the trains had stopped running.  
 During the non-traffic period a thorough inspection was made of the other three turnouts in the area and dye 
penetration techniques revealed a second crack in another switch rail. Both broken rails were sent to Hong Kong 
City University for chemical analysis which led to the conclusion that the fractures were the result of a ‘fatigue 
crack’. Subsequently all other switch rails at Lai King from the same manufacturing batch as the two 
compromised rails were replaced. 
 Ideally the cracked rail should have been spotted during the nightly maintenance inspections. However, 
while the MTR failed to identify the 10cm fracture (out of 86km of laid rail) in advance, its subsequent response 
to the problem went entirely by the book. Although the delay lasted 122 minutes, making it the foremost 
incidence of an equipment failure recorded during the summer of 1996, none of the 75,600 passengers affected 
was injured and the threat of a train derailment was successfully avoided. Indeed, in terms of its disruptive 
magnitude, the broken rail incident comes a distant second to the infamous incident which had occurred two 
months earlier. In stark contrast with the example of July 25, the May 6 incident illustrates the MTRC’s inability 
to respond quickly and effectively to a problem. 
 
The May 6 Incident 
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On a hot and humid Monday morning in May a track circuit defect near the Lai Chi Kok station on the Tsuen 
Wan Line, which created an initial delay of just two minutes, rapidly escalated to an accumulated delay of 48 
minutes during which 66 trains were held up. Although the delay was recorded at just over three-quarters of an 
hour, normal services did not resume until 11:00am, some three hours after the initial delay. By the time the 
trains were running again more than 156,000 commuters were late for work and 44 people, including three 
pregnant women, had been hospitalized.ii 
 How did such a simple problem lead to such a serious disruption? The initial two minute delay led to a 
widening of the gap between Central-bound trains from 112 to 135 seconds. The mere addition of 23 seconds 
between trains meant that peak-hour commuters, already drenched by a morning rain-storm, began to crowd 
station platforms while the trains themselves filled up to their carrying capacity limits of 3,100 passengers, or 
nearly 400 people per carriage. (Normally during peak periods MTR trains carry around 2,500 commuters.) The 
over-crowded conditions on the platforms and in the trains was such that some passengers, already sweltering in 
their rain-coats, began to faint from the press of bodies and the lack of adequate ventilation. Panicked 
passengers who later complained of experiencing dizziness, palpitations, and shortness of breath, began to press 
alarm plungers further adding to the delay. By regulation each alarm activation must be investigated and it can 
take several minutes for station staff to unlock and reset an alarm. However newspaper accounts reported that 
there were delays of up to 20 minutes while some alarm-activations were investigated and reset. One train was 
delayed for 24 minutes after the Passenger Alarm Plunger (PAP) became jammed by a broken reset key. 
Naturally the computerized signalling system kicked in to ensure that no train got within 150m of the next train 
and so delays at one station had a domino effect down the line. In some instances trains were delayed inside 
tunnels due to blocked stations ahead and as ventilation suffered, this only exacerbated the problem resulting in 
more alarms being pressed. Within an hour 70 separate events involving 109 operations of the PAPs had been 
reported. (On average, alarm plungers are activated less than five times a day.) In all, 114,000 people were 
delayed on the Tsuen Wan Line and an additional 42,100 passengers were affected on the Kwun Tong Line due 
to delays near the Mong Kok interchange. 
 The early moments of the disruption were later summarised by one newspaper columnist as follows: 
 

Within two minutes (of the initial circuit failure) passengers were complaining of bad ventilation. They 
clutched their throats, undid their ties, frantically waved papers to circulate air. When one slumped in a faint, 
there was a wave of auto-suggestion and our premier public transport facility was stuck. (South China 
Morning Post, 10 June 1996, p.21) 

 
 In short, the May 6 incident was unprecedented in MTR history, both in terms of the scale of the disruption 
and because of the absence of any significant underlying emergency involving equipment failure. Another 
unique aspect of the incident was that it overwhelmed all the relevant safety measures designed into the system 
seriously damaging the reputation of  the MTRC - by all accounts, a highly reliable organisation - in the process. 
While the company’s response to the broken rail disruption was a textbook example of an effective and timely 
response to a potentially very serious threat to the safety of the railway system, the May 6 incident, in contrast, 
highlighted the MTRC’s lack of anticipation and preparation for the emergency situation where there was no 
single, clearly definable fault. 
 Piece by piece the May 6 incident consisted of numerable smaller incidents all manageable within the 
framework provided by the MTR’s standard operating procedures. The signalling fault was commonplace and 
quickly dealt with. Fainting spells are not uncommon either and MTR staff are well-trained to handle such 
cases. The standard routine is as follows: if a passenger faints another commuter will press the alarm plunger; 
the alerted driver will ascertain the nature of the problem via the intercom (which is located next to the alarm 
plunger) and will then radio ahead to inform platform staff at the next station; when the train arrives a blinking 
light on the carriage will indicate the location of the sick passenger who is then removed from the train, carried 
to the station office, and is revived with a glass of water. Normally this procedure works so well that other 
passengers are unaware that there has been a problem. The MTR also has well-rehearsed routines for managing 
platform crowds. Twice a year the MTR organises crowd-control training drills on each of its three lines 
involving station staff and members of the three emergency services. In other words, the May 6 breakdown was 
a collage of separate incidents (signalling, passenger illness, crowd control, etc.), for which there existed an 
equally separate set of routine responses. Nevertheless, both individually and collectively these various incidents 
conspired to overwhelm the response-mechanisms resulting in a complete system breakdown. 
 
For every complex problem there exists a simple solution... 
 
Accounts of the May 6 incident were quick to permeate Hong Kong society and within a short time stakeholders 
had formed opinions and attributed the blame for the disruption. For the most part, the public, local politicians, 
and the press sided against the operating company and demanded improvements in the ventilation of trains. In 
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contrast, on the day of the incident the MTRC in a press release blamed those members of the public who had 
activated the alarm plungers inappropriately: ‘While apologizing to its passengers for the train service delay this 
morning, the corporation would like to appeal to its passengers that they only operate the passenger alarm 
plungers under emergency situations.’ This action served only to further outrage an increasingly disaffected 
public and provided more grist for the journalists’ mill. The following day the MTRC retracted its statement and 
offered to pay compensation for anyone injured in the incident. In a press conference, Jack So Chak-kwong, the 
company chairman acknowledged: ‘The company has to bear full responsibility. Personally, as chairman of the 
company, I will bear full responsibility.’ 
 From the perspective of the commuting public, May 6 was yet another annoying incident that only served to 
demonstrate the inefficiency of the MTRC and its inability to respond effectively to unforeseen emergencies. 
Public ire was reflected in the press where the subway system was described as ‘suited to a Third World 
backwater’, ‘flabby and frayed around the edges’ and ‘badly in need of rejuvenation’, while the MTRC’s 
management was labelled ‘complacent’ with ‘serious flaws in its safety procedures’. In the main, the public 
blamed the MTRC for providing inadequate ventilation and a number of newspaper reports supported this 
theme. Journalists searching for a fault learned that three-quarters of the air inside a carriage is simply 
recirculated air which is supplemented by 800 litres of fresh air drawn from outside the train every second. They 
noted that this figure compares poorly with Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit railway which pumps 1,800 litres of 
fresh air every second into its smaller carriages. Journalists also cited air quality experts who calculated that 
each person in a carriage - remembering that on May 6 many trains held around 3,000 passengers - requires at 
least five litres of fresh air per second. Thus the problem, and its simple solution, was made apparent: improve 
the ventilation in the trains and a situation like May 6 would not be repeated. 
 
...which is usually wrong. 
 
What the journalists failed to note, however, was that problems with ventilation were partly caused by other 
factors as well. As anyone waiting on a platform when a train is approaching has noticed, the circulation of air 
in an subway system is largely facilitated by the pump-like motion of the trains travelling through the tunnels. 
This means that when the trains stop running the air stops moving. Ventilation suffers noticeably if the trains are 
stationery for more than four to five minutes. As a backup system the MTR has giant 4m wide fans at stations 
which can send a rush of air down the tunnels, but the fact is, on May 6, the onboard air conditioning units, 
working largely without the assistance provided by the movement of the trains, were simply unable to cope with 
demands placed on them by the over-crowded carriages. Ventilation inadequacies thus stemmed not just from 
the limitations of the air-conditioning units, as some journalists seemed to think, but from the larger systemic 
relationship between the onboard air-conditioning units and the normal operation of the trains themselves. 
 At this point it is telling to note that the usually proactive MTRC, whilst acknowledging the inadequacies of 
the ventilation system, did not consider an immediate upgrading of the capacity of the air conditioning units. 
With a more accurate picture of the ventilation system the company knew what the journalists seemed to miss - 
that onboard air conditioning was only part of a bigger problem. However, despite the magnitude of the May 6 
incident, the MTRC rejected calls made by local Democratic Party members for an independent inquiry as no 
accident had taken place.iii It may have been that the entire incident was dismissed by the MTRC’s 
management as a fluke; an extremely unlikely combination of minor events - foul weather, peak demand, circuit 
defect, etc. - which probably would not coincide again. Whatever the company’s opinion of May 6 was, the 
MTR operated as usual until the broken rail incident eleven weeks later led to the appointment of an 
in ependent investigator. 
 Alan Cooksey, Deputy Chief Inspecting Officer of Railways, was appointed by the Secretary for Transport 
Gordon Siu Kwing-chue who, as the South China Morning Post put it, ‘personally stepped in to get the MTR 
back on track’ (26 July). A chartered engineer and member of the UK Railway Inspectorate (an independent 
statutory body responsible for regulating the safety of UK railways) for over 20 years, Mr Cooksey is intimately 
acquainted with the operation of the MTR having conducted a number of previous investigations into its 
operation. This latest inquiry lasted one week

d

 and the finished report (hereafter, Cooksey, 1996) was made 
vailable to the public on the 15th of August.  

he Inquiry 

orted four measures which show the MTR to be one of the 
mo

a
 
T
 
In stark contrast with the growing resentment of the commuting public, Cooksey’s main conclusion was that the 
MTR continues to be an ‘efficient and safe system’ which is kept that way through the MTRC’s ‘robust and 
soundly-based proactive maintenance regime’ (1996: 2). To support his position Cooksey noted the high 
proportion of incident-free journeys made and compared the performance of the MTR with railway operators in 
Europe and North America. Specifically, Cooksey rep

re reliable metropolitan rail systems in the world: 
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1. proportion of passenger journey’s on time (above the average), 

4. total passenger hours/total passenger journeys (more than 4 times better than the average (1996: 9). 

on whether the expectations of the general public had become unrealistic as a result of years of 
perior service. 

 

way that the expectations some people have of them are not always completely realistic. 
(Cooksey, 1996: 3) 

 the use of the alarms had 
e

nstituent elements of the overall operating system and explicate the nature of the interactions 
nking them. 

ow to keep the trains running 

k is provided by the relationships linking the ventilation, alarms, and train systems, 

2. proportion of trains on time (above the average), 
3. train km.s operated between incidents (3-4 times better than the average), and 

 
 In sum, Cooksey found no evidence to suggest that the ‘high level of safety to which the MTRC operates’ 
had been compromised and concluded that the ‘MTRC’s safety and reliability of service is as high as is 
reasonably practicable’ (1996, p.2). Based on the independence and efficacy of his investigation (in which he 
was assisted by members of the Hong Kong Railway Inspectorate), and in light of the reported performance 
indicators, Cooksey’s conclusions seem justified. Cooksey also pointed out that the MTR is one of the youngest 
subway systems in the world and was built based on insights and lessons learnt from other railways. This led 
Cooksey to questi
su

I consider that while the incidents of the recent months may have generated concern and comment they do 
not in fact indicate any significant lowering of MTRC’s standards. However efficient and modern a railway 
system is it cannot operate with 100 per cent reliability and never suffer any delays to its services. Such a 
level of reliability is not achievable. It is possible that because the MTRC has consistently operated such a 
reliable and safe rail

 
 Cooksey also found little evidence to support the public’s perception that the MTRC was at fault over the 
May 6 incident. Like the company itself, he played down the perceived inadequacies of the ventilation system 
and simply suggested that the ‘MTRC should examine how the quality and the amount of air circulated in a train 
delayed in a tunnel can be improved’ (1996: 17). However, Cooksey had far more to say about the inappropriate 
use of the alarm plungers. He concurred with the position initially adopted by the MTRC on May 6 by stating 
that some alarm activations were ‘petty actions by disgruntled passengers’ and that
‘d veloped beyond the purpose for which they were originally provided’ (1996: 10). 
 The difference of opinion between the independent investigator and the commuters is noteworthy as both 
positions are defensible. On the one hand, if the system breaks down due to the inadequacies of one or more of 
its constituent elements (such as the onboard ventilation system), then the system operator must be at fault. On 
the other hand, the MTRC was quite correct in saying that the trains came to a standstill as a direct consequence 
of the dozens of improper operations of the alarm plungers made by passengers who were simply feeling 
unwell. If the trains had not been halted, ventilation would not have suffered. But neither explanation on its own 
provides total closure. A more robust explanation must consider the nature of the feedback loops linking the 
various elements of the overall system. In the following section it will be shown that the breakdown was neither 
the fault of the operator, nor the passengers, but can be attributed to the normal operation of the system itself. To 
understand how individual disruptions can imperil the stability of the MTR system, it is first necessary to 
identify the co
li
 
H
 
The normal operation of the Mass Transit Railway system relies on the interaction of various equipment systems 
(e.g., trains, trackwork, signals, overhead conductors, PAPs, etc.) and human systems (e.g., 800m 
passengers/year and 7,800 operational and support staff). These separate systems are all controllable to some 
extent; the movement of the trains is governed by a central computer, while the flow of passengers is managed 
through the use of automatic turnstiles and ticket-dispensers. The basis for that control derives from the 
feedback mechanisms built into the overall system. Feedback is a vital part of any functioning system and may 
take one of two forms; feedback may be negative (stabilizing), or positive (amplifying) (Forrester, 1968; De 
Greene, 1973; Checkland, 1981). A good example of negative feedback occurred in December 1995 when a 
train departing from Central station ran through a set of points taking it into the path of an oncoming train. Track 
circuit sensors automatically halted the second train and both trains, each with around 500 passengers on board, 
stopped with 100m to spare and with neither operator aware of the disaster that had just been avoided. An 
example of positive feedbac
as will be explained below. 
 In striving to be a highly reliable organisation, the MTRC has engineered the operating system such that 
disruptions or problems in one system (e.g., a train overshooting its station) are balanced by the remedial 
responses of other systems (e.g., track circuits and train signals). To a large degree the feedback mechanisms 
governing the MTR are automated wherever possible. This reduces both the likelihood of human error and 
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minimises response-time. For example, the signalling system is regarded as ‘Safety Critical’ and is designed 
according to fail-safe principles. This means that if certain conditions necessary for the safe movement of a 
train, for example, a clear track ahead, cannot be confirmed, the signalling system will automatically stop the 
train. Fail-safe mechanisms are thus disruptive by design and, unless quickly balanced by the operation of 
another system, such as a repair crew, can lead to lengthy delays. (One of the reasons explaining the 122 
minutes of delay recorded in the broken rail incident was the length of time it took for MTR engineering staff to 
drive from the Kowloon Bay depot to Lai King station.) In this way the conditions of one system (e.g., lack of 
current through the overhead conducting system) can directly effect the operation of the other systems (e.g., the 

ains, passengers, maintenance staff, etc.). 

unctuated equilibrium and normal accidents 

ing April 1 and ending just 
rior to the publication of Cooksey’s report), which registered 52 separate incidents. 

 
============================== 

============================== 

tr
 
P
 
The normal operation of the MTR system may thus be defined by the interdependent actions of the different 
equipment and human subsystems. For the most part the overall system works sufficiently well to keep the 
trains running for 19 hours a day, 365 days a year. Yet periodic disruptions are to be expected. Insulators do 
break barely halfway through their estimated useful lives just as rails sometimes crack from fatigue. Indeed, the 
pattern of disruptions to the MTR service is typical of any operationally complex system characterised by the 
interaction of system elements connected by feedback loops. In such systems disruptions will tend to be small 
most of the time but occasionally a large-scale disruption will occur (Phelan, 1995). Complex systems are thus 
said to be characterised by a punctuated equilibrium which describes an inverse relationship between the 
probability and the magnitude of a disruption. To paraphrase Bak and Chen’s (1991) avalanche analogy, if the 
MTR suffers one disruption lasting 100 minutes every year, then it will annually experience 100 disruptions 
lasting just one minute. The service disruptions which occurred during summer of 1996 conform to the pattern 
described by a punctuated equilibrium as measured by the number of passengers delayed. As highlighted in 
Figure 3, the May 6 incident was the most disruptive over the 136 day period (beginn
p

INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 

 
 The empirically observable phenomenon of a punctuated equilibrium invokes Perrow’s (1984) hypothesis 
regarding normal accidents in complex, tightly-coupled systems. Such accidents are ‘normal’ (though rare) in 
the sense that they are inherently inevitable in those systems where failures in separate but tightly-coupled 
subsystems (e.g., ventilation and alarm systems) can interact iteratively with the potential to escalate into a 
system breakdown (Bignell and Fortune, 1984; Pauchant et al., 1990; Rijpma, 1997). During peak periods of 
demand the MTR system is tightly-coupled in the sense that there is little slack between the different operational 
elements. Gaps between trains are reduced, platforms and carriages rapidly fill to capacity, and air conditioning 
units operate at maximum level. As the MTRC learned on May 6, there is a particularly tight coupling between 
the motion of the train, the number of people on the train, the level of ventilation, and the operation of alarm 
plungers. A reinforcing feedback loop runs between these elements as follows: The level of ventilation is 
determined by the movement of the train, which in turn is influenced by the operation of the alarm plungers, 
which in turn is a function of the perceived state of health of passengers, which in turn is partly influenced by 
the level of ventilation. This cycle of interrelationships is further influenced by the number of passengers on the 
train which itself is a function of the time of day and the gap between trains (Figure 4). Normally this 
reinforcing loops runs in the direction desired by operator and passenger alike. As long as the trains keep 
moving ventilation levels remain adequate and passengers occasion no need to activate the alarms for the sake 
of dizziness or panic. On May 6 the operating parameters - dense crowding, layers of clothing due to inclement 
weather, and even Monday morning bluesiv - were sufficiently balanced that a minor delay was enough to 
reverse the direction of the ventilation feedback loop triggering a qualitative interruption to the service. On this 
occasion the loop accelerated rapidly out of control and crossed the critical threshold before the various coping 
mechanisms (e.g., train operators and platform staff) could effectively respond. The chain of failures which 
occurred on May 6 ran as follows: (1) signal system failure (i.e., two minute track circuit defect), (2) ventilation 
system failure (unable to cope with the crowded conditions on stationery trains), (3) train system failure (trains 
brought to a halt by excessive alarm usage), and (4) crowd control system failure (station staff failed to 
adequately control crowds descending to platforms; platform staff were unable to cope with the large number of 

jured passengers). 
 

============================== 

in

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 
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============================== 

r led to around half a million passengers being delayed for two and a 
alf hours on a March morning in 1991.v

 
 Normal or system accidents can be contrasted with component failure accidents which include failures of 
equipment, operators, procedures, or staff (Perrow, 1994). Other than May 6, every disruption shown in Figure 3 
above, and indeed, probably every other delay in the history of the MTR, was the result of a component failure. 
Some typical examples of component failure incidents (and their effects) recorded during the summer of 1996 
are listed in Table 3. Component failure disruptions may be severe. For example, 125,000 rush-hour commuters 
were stranded when an overhead insulator bar inexplicably broke cutting power to three MTR stations in 
September 1995. Another broken insulato
h  
 

============================== 

============================== 
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 

 
 In contrast, the component failure which initiated the May 6 incident (the track circuit defect) was trivial. 
However, positive feedback in a system can magnify the effects of seemingly insignificant events resulting in 
unanticipated outcomes, a.k.a. the ‘butterfly effect’ (Radzicki, 1990). In a complex system it is the mere process 
of action and reaction, combined with positive feedback, which is sufficient to engender a qualitative or chaotic 
disruption (Bignell and Fortune, 1984). For example, it only takes the random firing of a few neurons to send a 
normally beating heart into a wildly irregular fibrillation (Seachrist, 1996). Analogously, on May 6 the initial 
delay, which was caused by a minor circuit failure and which was remedied within two minutes, was sufficient 
to initiate a cumulative feedback loop which cycled back on itself creating the conditions for its own runaway 
growth. Chaos ensued and it was only a matter of time before the system came to a grinding halt.vi In this way 
the normal operation of the railway system spontaneously engendered the conditions for its own collapse. 
Inappropriate use of the PAP system may have caused the delays but it was the ‘action structure’ of the system 
which directly influenced the behaviour of the people using it (Meadows, 1982; Masuch, 1985; Senge, 1990; 

ooth, 1995).  

pontaneous collapse 

tween circulation, advertising rates, and editorial content naturally interacted to create 
er

rtunately, the ability to respond 
o

B
 
S
 
A substantial body of literature has developed exploring the spontaneous emergence of crisis-situations, such as 
the international arms race (Saperstein, 1984; Mayer-Kress and Grossman, 1989) or the extinction of a species 
(Bak and Chen, 1991), and the spontaneous decline of political regimes (Kuran, 1989) and business 
organizations (Hall, 1976). The core proposition running through this eclectic area of research concerns the 
rampant and uncontrollable spiralling of an unrestrained reinforcing feedback loop once it is initiated. In this 
regard the situation on May 6 was not wholly dissimilar to the pathological situation which led to the demise of 
the Saturday Evening Post magazine in 1969. Through a series of simulations Hall (1976) illustrates how the 
feedback relationships be
p formance instability. 
 On May 6 an unforeseen amplifying feedback loop was initiated for which no effective counterbalancing 
mechanism existed. The MTRC had no recourse but to let the vicious cycle implode on itself and wait until the 
underlying conditions had changed. As Masuch (1985, p.18) has noted, ‘[O]nce the critical threshold is crossed, 
nothing can stop contracting circles. They are bound to a self-determinating dynamic.’ The key to devising an 
appropriate organisational response then, is to recognize the conditions under which a vicious cycle may be 
initiated and to respond decisively before the critical threshold is reached. Unfo
is rdinarily handicapped by the lack of a clear picture of the unfolding event. 
 Perrow (1984) notes that not only are normal or system accidents unpredictable, but they are also 
incomprehensible for a period of time because the interactions between the various human and machine 
subsystems literally cannot be seen. The ‘butterfly effect’ obfuscates the causal links. Transients are manifest in 
a number of systems (e.g., passengers are fainting, alarms are being pressed, the trains have stopped running), 
but their causes are hidden in the webs of interaction with other systems (Bignell and Fortune, 1984).vii One 
reason for the MTRC’s comparatively ineffective response, was that, unlike the situation on July 25, there was 
no single identifiable fault. There was no broken rail that needed to be replaced. No signalling lights had 
malfunctioned. No electrical insulators had broken. And in the absence of a clearly definable problem, the usual 
balancing mechanisms were simply overwhelmed by the proliferating number of individual events. This meant 
that the initial delay rapidly escalated out of control as reinforcing feedback mechanisms went largely 

nchecked. 

eveloping an effective organizational response 

u
 
D
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The MTRC’s lack of preparation for the May 6 incident was understandable given its lack of antecedents and 
given that such events are, by definition, unpredictable. There was no way of knowing in advance that 
something as trivial as a track circuit failure would put 44 people into hospital. However, Normal Accident 
Theory suggests there is every reason to expect that a similar disruption will happen again in the future. Just as 
the probability of a component failure accident is positively influenced by the demands placed on the system, so 
too does the likelihood of another system accident increase in direct proportion to the level of interactivity and 
the tightness of the couplings between the various component systems. The MTRC’s present organisational 
goals concerning safety and reliability are operationalized in terms of control measures aimed at tackling 
component failure accidents. The key lesson of May 6 is that there is a critical need to develop policy and plans 
imed at responding to ‘normal’ system accidents as well. 

he ability to bounce back 

dangers are presented by unpredictable or low-probability sources, then resilience is the 
re

s qualitative surprises and, as such, they 
e

anagement attitude in complex systems is error-sensitive pessimism as opposed to 

 broadly 
ivided into three groups; the technological fix, creating additional slack, and inserting circuit breakers. 

he technological fix 

a
 
T
 
Wildavsky (1988) reasons that there are two complementary strategies for securing safety; anticipation, where 
the aim is to predict and prevent potential accidents, and resilience, which is the capacity to cope with 
unanticipated incidents once they have occurred. The ability to anticipate events is frustrated by uncertainty, so 
a strategy of anticipation is best suited to those environments which are characterised by high degree of stability. 
If, however, the greatest 
p ferred strategy. 
 As resilience is all about coping with variety, Wildavsky differentiates between two kinds of low-probability 
events or surprise. Quantitative or ‘expected’ surprise refers to some event that we can expect to happen on 
occasion, although we are unable to predict when it will occur or in what magnitude. A railway operator may 
expect that one insulator in a batch will break well before the end of its estimated useful life, but there is no way 
of knowing when it will happen or the extent of the delay it will induce. A qualitative surprise, however, is truly 
unexpected. System accidents which result from trivial causes are thu
ar  by definition beyond the possibility of prediction and anticipation. 
 Developing the kind of resilience that is needed to respond to system accidents requires ‘interrogating the 
unknown’ through trial and error discovery. Wildavsky (1988) argues that the opportunity benefits of such 
learning activities can outweigh the costs to society incurred in making trials with errors. However, Sagan 
(1994: 237) discounts the knowledge-creating value of such exercises because ‘trial and error learning assumes 
that both the existence of serious failures is known and that the causes of such failures are unambiguous’. This 
assumption clearly does not hold for normal accidents which are characterised by a sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions and where the ‘links between specific causes and specific effects, between specific actions and 
specific outcomes, are lost in the complexity of what happens’ (Stacey, 1995: 483). Consequently, Normal 
Accident Theory is fundamentally pessimistic regarding the goal of achieving failure-free operations: ‘No 
matter how hard we might try, the characteristics of complexly interactive and tightly coupled systems will 
cause a major failure, eventually’ (Perrow, 1994: 216). It is for this reason that Landau and Chisholm (1995) 
argue that the appropriate m
error-intolerant optimism. 
 But while normal accidents are fated to happen in general, it is possible to ensure that a particular type of 
normal accident, once it has occurred, does not happen again. Or to be more correct, it should be possible to 
ensure that the combination of conditions which led to the accident are not replicated in the future. At the time 
of writing the MTRC had initiated a number of changes designed to reduce the likelihood of another system 
breakdown based on the lessons learned on May 6. For the purposes of analysis these initiatives can be
d
 
T
 
One critical condition partly responsible for the May 6 disruption was the crowding inside the trains and on 
station platforms. The technological solution is simple: increase the number of trains. Over the last few years the 
MTR has begun installing a new, French-designed Automatic Train Controlling system known as SACEM 
which will enable trains to be safely run to within 50m of the train in front (as opposed to the 150m allowed by 
the existing train control system). This new US$100m system will mean that the number of trains sent down the 
Tsuen Wan Line during peak hours can be increased from 32 to 34 per hour, with line capacity in one direction 
rising from 80,000 to 85,000 passengers per hour. While the benefits of running an additional sixteen carriages 
every hour are immediately apparent, it is important to acknowledge the tradeoffs associated with this 
investment. First, increasing the number of trains will make the system even more tightly-coupled by 
eliminating around six seconds of the leeway between trains. In other words, reducing congestion comes at the 
cost of diminishing the room for error between trains that routinely travel at speeds of up to 80 km/h.viii 
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Second, it is unlikely that the total increase in the number of trains achievable will be able to match the expected 
increase in the number of passengers over time. By adding more trains now, the problem which currently exists 
will merely be postponed a few years. Thus, of itself the addition of more trains cannot be seen to be a viable 
long term ution to the problem of congestion. 

creasing the available slack 

 Line will alleviate some of the traffic on the heavily congested Nathan Road corridor on the Tsuen 

ng trains at North Point whereas Kwun Tong Line 
as

ucts of carriages to improve 
en

ssue of using 
ver points to enact change is the central focus of systems theory (Meadows, 1982; Senge, 1990).  

serting circuit-breakers into the system 

 sol
 

In
 
Inserting additional slack into the system increases the margin for error and widens the timeframe during which 
balancing feedback mechanisms can be initiated to arrest an emerging vicious cycle. The problem with creating 
additional slack is that there is a financial and sometimes a hidden cost involved. For example, adding more 
trains alleviates platform crowding but at the cost of narrowing the margin for error in both the train and 
signalling systems. A safer, but more expensive solution is to provide not only new trains but also additional 
lines. The runaway feedback that escalated the initial delay on May 6 arguably could not have happened in a 
system like the London Underground where shocks are more easily absorbed among of the multiplicity of lines 
connecting important stations. In Hong Kong the new Chek Lap Kok airport rail link will constitute the most 
significant addition of slack once it opens in mid-1998. Running down the west side of Kowloon Peninsula, the 
new Lantau
Wan Line. 
 In addition to trains and lines, the other critical areas of congestion are the interchange stations. These 
network nodes not only have to deal with much larger traffic levels than other line stations, but they have to 
batch process their arrivals as well as those departing the station. That is, unlike other stations where commuters 
arrive in a more or less continuous flow, interchange stations have to cope with periodic injections of hundreds 
of arrivals who move en masse from one level to another as they change trains. One way to relieve interchange 
congestion therefore, involves extending terminating lines on to the next station. For example, the MTR’s 
planned extension of the Kwun Tong Line beyond the Quarry Bay interchange (see Figure 1) will mean that 
Island Line passengers will be able to board Kwun To
p sengers will continue to change trains at Quarry Bay. 
 Returning to the May 6 incident, the operational area most urgently in need of additional resources is clearly 
the ventilation system. According to the local Transport Advisory Committee the MTRC was aware of the 
limitations inherent in the station air-conditioning system some months before May 6. Although the MTRC 
initially downplayed the idea of a total upgrade of the air-conditioning system, saying that it would take up to 
ten years to complete, in November 1996 the company announced that a three year refurbishment of its entire 
rolling stock would include the installation of six circulation fans inside the ceiling d
v tilation. Indeed, additional train fans had already been trialed before May 1996. 
 While some engineering solutions involve ‘pushing the envelope’, other initiatives can be both simple yet 
highly effective. For example, compare the risk/reward ratio attached to the installation of a hundred million-
dollar signalling system which shaves six seconds off the waiting time, with the organizational effort involved in 
setting up the MTR’s ‘platform management system’. At busy interchanges such as Admiralty and Prince 
Edward, the MTR employs 250 part-time platform assistants, mostly students and housewives, who bring order 
to platform queues and who ensure that the train doors close the first time. These simple measures save the 
precious seconds normally wasted when waiting crowds restrict the departure of disembarking passengers. 
Another inexpensive solution to reducing congestion, and again one which has already been adopted by the 
MTR, is to induce more people to travel during off-peak periods by providing staggered hour discounts of 30 
per cent off the normal fare. Insofar as these comparatively small investments produce significant operational 
improvements, the MTR can be said to be exploiting the leverage inherent within the system. This i
le
 
In
 
From a systems theory perspective the most proactive response to May 6 is one that targets the nature of the 
feedback loops directly. The aim here is to insert circuit-breakers or mechanisms designed to disrupt positive 
feedback loops before they become entirely self-perpetuating. Such thinking recognises that ‘if a system is the 
source of a problem, it is also the mechanism for a solution’ (Meadows, 1982: 103). For example, if presented 
with the situation of May 6, an engineer might suggest providing a third platform at every station to allow 
oncoming trains to bypass delayed trains. While costly, such a move would at least ensure that trains do not 
have to wait inside tunnels, and would at best end the domino effect of delays at a stroke. However, an engineer 
who is also a systems theorist would look instead for the leverage points in the system, places where a small, 
well-focused action can produce a significant change (Senge 1990). One area particularly sensitive to leverage is 
crowd control. If platform crowding is a problem, then one solution is to prevent additional passengers from 
descending below the concourse levels. On May 6 the MTR failed to effectively implement its own crowd 
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control procedures whereby commuters are detained on station concourses (by locking turnstiles and escalators) 
once the platforms had reached their carrying capacity. However, in addition to preventing people being added 
to already crowded platforms, the MTR needs to provide more escape routes for those already trapped on them. 
A passenger who feels faint after standing on the edge of the crowded platform for 20 minutes will find it quite 
difficult to retreat through the press of people. One possible solution then, is to create ‘overflow’ areas and 
platform-accessible emergency exits. (At present, the only avenues of escape are the main passage-ways leading 
to the platforms which, during a lengthy delay, will be filled wall-to-wall with people.) These ‘buffer zones’ will 

u

on in a disruption to 

etween a strong centralized control basis and 
m

ctors involved. In 
ar

 the media in the aftermath of a disruption is critical to the 
solution of a crisis situation (Barton 1990). 

onclusions 

co nter the conditions that lead to the activation of platform alarms. 
 The difficulty in implementing an effective crowd-control response to a May 6-type incident stems from 
Perrow’s (1984) observation that in risky systems there are incompatible needs for both decentralized and 
centralized decision-making. ‘Systems that are both complexly interactive and tightly coupled require 
decentralization to cope with the unexpected interactions, but centralization to cope with the tight coupling, and 
they can’t do both’ (Perrow, 1994: 214). In the aftermath of May 6, the chairman of the MTRC Staff Union, 
Leung Chi-shing, argued for greater decision-making powers to be given to station staff: ‘The huge crowds and 
congestion can be avoided if each station is given more power to make decisions concerning crowd control.’ 
This argument for decentralization recognizes that the Station Master is the best-placed pers
assess the extent of ‘station control’ required to deal with the emerging crisis situation.  
 But in a press release made one week after the incident, the company announced that in future service 
disruptions station control plans would be introduced on a line wide basis as instructed by the Central Control 
Room. The reason for this initiative lay in the recognition that while the Station Master is best-placed to manage 
a localized crisis situation, he may not be fully aware of a problem developing in another part of the line which 
could, in a short period of time, affect his station. In this way the MTRC’s response to May 6 is predicated on 
the theoretical possibility, advocated by Roberts, Rousseau and La Porte (1993) and La Porte and Rochlin 
(1994), but dismissed by Perrow (1984), of striking a balance b
te porary decentralization in a crisis situation (cf. Perrow 1977). 
 The final feedback loop that is in the most urgent need of a circuit-breaker is the PAP system. Indeed, it was 
the flawless performance of the alarm system on May 6 that led to the company’s recognition of the need to 
diminish its disruptive potential. However, it is important to note that the MTRC did not find fault with the PAP 
system per se, but with the ‘petty actions’ of ‘disgruntled passengers’. Consequently the company’s response 
has been to employ distinctively dressed platform attendants for each station on the Tsuen Wan Line whose 
main duty is to assist ill passengers between the hours of 7:30am and 9:30am on weekdays. By way of making a 
counterpoint, it could be argued that the company’s attribution of blame onto a few ‘rogue’ passengers belies a 
lack of understanding of how the MTR action structure influences passengers’ behaviour. If it can be assumed 
that the majority of alarm activations were made by passengers acting as decent human beings should when they 
see someone in need of medical attention, then the company’s actions could even be construed as being little 
better than an abdication of responsibility, both for the May 6 incident and for the general welfare of its 
customers. A more proactive approach to making the PAP system less disruptive would be to change the 
underlying conditions that lead to its use in the first place. Improving ventilation is the first necessary step in 
this direction but the MTRC needs to explore all the physiological and psychological fa
p ticular, the company should consider improving its communication links with passengers. 
 A common complaint made by passengers after a lengthy delay on the MTR is: ‘They should have sent 
somebody to tell us what was happening and how long the delay was going to be.’ Uncertainty will fuel stress 
among trapped passengers and this in turn will magnify the psychological effects of being trapped on a train 
underground. As Masuch (1985: 23) has observed, ‘human actors create a vicious circle because they lack an 
adequate understanding of their situation.’ There is a clear and unequivocal relationship between uncertainty, 
panic, and the use of alarms on the MTR. Thus, better communication between passengers and the MTR’s 
Control Centre is necessary to allay passengers’ fears and to reduce unnecessary use of alarms. The MTR also 
needs to improve its intra-station communication links. During the May 6 incident ambulance officers had to 
borrow mobile phones to communicate with their vehicles waiting above at the street level. Some other 
suggestions that have been made by members of the public include making announcements about the likely 
length of the delay outside the entrances to stations (so alternative sources of transport can be sought) and 
communicating messages via electronic soundboards (as public address announcements are often difficult to 
hear). Finally, effective communication with
re
 
C
 
It should be clear by now that the MTRC was not to blame for the May 6 incident. As Perrow (1984) has noted 
‘operator error’ is often the easiest way to account for a system accident, but it is often unjustified. Normal 
accidents are caused by the system itself in ways which are eminently unpredictable and often the best remedial 
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response is not apparent at the time. May 6 was an unconventional incident for which conventional explanations 
do not apply. In short, May 6 is a classic example of how trivial faults in separate but tightly-coupled systems 

be made to minimize the probability of the coincidence of factors which 

to 
lar disruption. In this way vicarious learning will facilitate the formulation of pre-emptive strategies.  
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can interact in unexpected ways generating a cascade of increasingly disruptive failures. 
 That the MTR needs to develop contingency plans for coping with another May 6-like incident is beyond 
question. The rapidly growing population of Hong Kong combined with planned network extensions and 
interchanges with the Western Corridor Railway will serve to increase the passenger traffic on the MTR and on 
the busy Tsuen Wan Line in particular. Over the last ten years the average number of weekday passengers 
travelling on the MTR grew by 41 per cent. Average car occupancy, however, stayed fairly constant over the 
same period suggesting that rolling stock investments have generally kept pace with the growth in demand. It is 
important that investments continue to 
resulted in the May 6 system accident. 
 It was argued that while system accidents are inevitable in complex, tightly-coupled systems, it is possible to 
ensure that particular types of system accidents do not reoccur. The range of organizational responses discussed 
above have been implemented with precisely this assumption in mind. If the MTRC has learned the lessons of 
May 6, then May 6 need not happen again. The implication of this is that vicarious learning may be possible 
(Pauchant et al., 1990; Shrivastava 1994). Just as most of the improvements to modern container ships have 
been made on the basis of a 100 year’s-worth of accidents that were unforeseen at the time, so too should 
specific types of system accidents be avoidable once their particularistic causes (and combination of causes) 
have become known. Presently the MTRC shares performance measures in a confidential arrangement involving 
a number of metropolitan rail systems around the world. This benchmarking activity could be supplemented 
with shared case histories of system accidents which identify the causes and background conditions germane 
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Table 1: The MTRC’s Standard Maintenance Procedures 
 
Maintenance dept.: Operational Engineering (2,600 staff) 
Annual maintenance budget: US$140m                                                  
Training days/year: 12,000 
 

Trains 
Fleet size: 574 power cars plus 185 trailer 
cars (ie; 94 trains) 
Schedule of preventive maintenance: 
• 15 days -  H-check: 4 hour visual 

inspection 
• monthly -  carriages undergo ‘deep 

cleaning’ 
• 45 days - L-check: 33 hour 

comprehensive inspection and 
cleaning of all moving parts (eg; 
couplers, brakes and doors)  

• 3 years -  testing of train control 
systems 

• 6 years -  overhaul of major 
components 

• 9 years -  replacement of flexible 
hoses 

• 12 years - replacement of other 
rubber components  

 

Trackwork: 
Trackwork staff benefit from 40 training 
programmes.  
Nightly visual inspection of entire network 
(86km of permanent way). 
Nightly grinding of rail-head to remove 
corrugations and restore profile carried out 
by 13 computer-controlled grinding units. 
(Entire network is ground four times every 
year.) 
Re-railing done when rails experience 
sidewear of 8mm and topwear of 6mm. 
15km of new rail was laid in 1996. 

Signalling 
Signalling system controlled by 18,500 
electro-mechanical relays; train movement 
detected by 700 track circuits. 
110 signalling maintenance staff engage in 
routine periodic maintenance (eg; fault 
finding, testing, repair and overhaul of 
components). 
Maintenance staff are based onsite at 
strategic locations during peak traffic hours. 
Automatic Train Control system currently 
being replaced by French-designed 
SACEM system. 
 

Overhead Conductor System (OCS) 
Electrical traction current (1,500Vdc) 
supplied by 147 km of overhead conductor 
supported by 39,300 insulators.  
Longest cycle time for OCS equipment 
maintenance is one year. 
Design-life of OCS is 35 years - a mid-life 
refurbishment replaces worn parts. 
Target failure rate for any of the 358 OCS 
sections is set at less than one failure per 
year. 

 
Sources: Eastern Express (1995); Cooksey (1996) 
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Table 2: Measures of MTR Reliability 
 
 
No. of incidents 922 901 808 725 766 794 716 869 
Incidents/million 
pax. 

1.34 1.25 1.11 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.88 1.06 

Service reliability1 - 346 362 528 619 452 510 357 
Train reliability2 - - - 71 80 69 75 82 
No. of staff 
accidents3 

82 84 93 72 52 61 42 40 

 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
 
1.  average number of passengers carried for each passenger delayed by 5 minutes or more 
2. 1,000 car km.s run for each incident causing a delay of 1 minute or more 
3. includes contractors’ staff accidents 
 
Source: MTRC Annual Reports 
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Table 3: Component Failure Recorded During Summer 1996 
 
Component 

Type 
Date Time Description 

Locomotive 11/6 0614 Train 11 was delayed by Engineer’s Train 81 which 
suffered from trainborne equipment failure. Train 81 was 
pushed out by an assisting train to clear the running line. 
Delay: 12 mins       Trains affected: 4       Passengers 
affected: 2,800 

Rolling stock 29/5 1405 Train 35 was withdrawn from service because 
smouldering was found inside the saloon of car B479. It 
was later found that the circuit breaker which controls 
the fluorescent tubes was defective causing 
smouldering. 
Delay: 12 mins       Trains affected: 5       Passengers 
affected: 6,500 

Signalling 3/5 0644 Trains were delayed because all signalling indications of 
Kwun Tong area on signalling control panels at both 
Central Control Room and at Kwun Tong station were 
blacked out. 
Delay: 23 mins       Trains affected: 9       Passengers 
affected: 7,200 

Passenger 
action 

3/4 1133 A man jumped onto the track when Train 39 was 
entering the platform. 
Delay: 17 mins       Trains affected: 7       Passengers 
affected: 9,500 

Miscellaneou
s 

6/7 1752 Trains were delayed because of failure of track circuits 
at Admiralty station after a power surge from an external 
source. Resulting train movement in Restricted Manual 
mode only with speed below 22kph in the affected area. 
Delay: 11 mins       Trains affected: 8       Passengers 
affected: 10,500 

 
Source: Cooksey (1996: Appendix 1) 
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FIGURE 4    Feedback Mechanisms on the MTR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
i The number of delayed passengers is a composite measure reflecting (1) the length of the delay, (2) the time of day (i.e., 
peak or low demand), and (3) the number of trains affected. As these individual indicators are all inter-related, counting the 
total number of commuters delayed provides a fairly useful and reliable measure of the magnitude of a disruption. 
ii The 44 commuters who required hospitalization did not come just from Lai Chi Kok but from six other stations along the 
line. One man broke his leg when his foot slipped down into the gap between the platform and the train at Prince Edward 
station. One of the pregnant women who experienced breathing difficulties had been waiting on the Jordan station platform 
for 45 minutes. Another pregnant woman on a Central-bound train was knocked unconscious by commuters rushing in at the 
Mong Kok station. 
iii The MTRC did conduct an internal inquiry however, and submitted its conclusions in a three page report to the 
Legislative Council’s transport panel just three days after the incident. In the report the MTRC denied that the air-
conditioning system had caused widespread dizziness. 
iv Historically Monday morning is the worst time for fainting on the MTR with around three to seven cases usually being 
reported. 
v Conversely, not all normal accidents may be catastrophic. As disruptive as the May 6 incident was, the delay affected less 
than eight per cent of the daily number of MTR-passengers, and the great majority of those hospitalized were discharged 
within one hour. In fact, for all its disruptions 1996 was the third best year in terms of overall reliability in the 17 year 
history of the MTR (behind 1995 and 1993). 
vi A survey of the news articles reported in the two local English language newspapers at the time supports this description 
with the words ‘MTR’ and ‘chaos’ appearing together in headlines no less than seven times over a five day period. 
vii A clarification of the term transient is perhaps warranted as complexity theorists and normal accident theorists apply the 
term to different settings. To quote Perrow (1984: 21), a transient is simply ‘a rapid change in some parameter’. Transients 
may be desirable or undesirable depending on the context. They can be destructive in a stable system (such as a pressure 
spike in a reactor core), or they can be creative in an unstable system (such as the gliders emerging from Class IV chaos in 
the Game of Life). 
viii Indeed, the new signalling system has already caused its share of delays. Of the 68 signal failures reported by Cooksey 
(1996), 18 were attributable to the new system which, at the time, was only being used in low demand periods. The MTR 
explained these failures as simply ‘teething problems’ associated with introducing the new system. Nevertheless, with more 
than two-thirds of the summer’s incidents of equipment failure resulting from failures in either trackside or trainborne 
signalling equipment, it is clear that the signalling system remains a critical pressure point in the MTR. 
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